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Abstract: Hybrid cavity-antenna systems have been pro-
posed to combine the sub-wavelength light confinement 
of plasmonic antennas with microcavity quality factors 
Q. Here, we examine what confinement and Q can be 
reached in these hybrid systems, and we address their 
merits for various applications in classical and quan-
tum optics. Specifically, we investigate their applicabil-
ity for quantum-optical applications at noncryogenic 
temperatures. To this end we first derive design rules for 
hybrid resonances from a simple analytical model. These 
rules are benchmarked against full-wave simulations of 
hybrids composed of state-of-the-art nanobeam cavities 
and plasmonic-dimer gap antennas. We find that hybrids 
can outperform the plasmonic and cavity constituents in 
terms of Purcell factor, and additionally offer freedom to 
reach any Q at a similar Purcell factor. We discuss how 
these metrics are highly advantageous for a high Purcell 
factor, yet weak-coupling applications, such as bright 
sources of indistinguishable single photons. The chal-
lenges for room-temperature strong coupling, however, 
are far more daunting: the extremely high dephasing 
of emitters implies that little benefit can be achieved 
from trading confinement against a higher Q, as done 
in hybrids. An attractive alternative could be strong 
coupling at liquid nitrogen temperature, where emitter 

dephasing is lower and this trade-off can alleviate the 
stringent fabrication demands required for antenna 
strong coupling. For few-emitter strong-coupling, high-
speed and low-power coherent or incoherent light 
sources, particle sensing and vibrational spectroscopy, 
hybrids provide the unique benefit of very high local 
optical density of states, tight plasmonic confinement, 
yet microcavity Q.

Keywords: nanophotonics; plasmonics; microcavities; 
quantum optics; strong coupling.

1   Introduction
Microcavities are a key building block for all branches 
of optics, and over the last 30 years, their development 
has been a mainstay of micro- and nanoscale optics 
research efforts. For instance, vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers in active III–V semiconductor systems 
are a key technology for optical interconnects in infor-
mation processing in any data center. At the same time, 
the narrow spectral lines of microcavities are key for 
label-free sensing down to the level of single proteins 
[1], and for metrology of distances down to the picom-
eter scale [2]. In quantum optics, microcavities are par-
ticularly sought after for their ability to turn intrinsically 
slow and isotropic emitters into directional and fast 
single-photon guns [3–5] and even to bring quantum 
emitters into strong coupling regimes where spontane-
ous emission is replaced by quantum entanglement of 
light and matter [6]. Notwithstanding the large diversity 
of microcavity designs, generally they are characterized 
by two figures of merit: the first relates to temporal and 
the second to spatial confinement. The quality factor Q 
measures the time duration for which light is stored in 
the resonator in units of optical cycles, while the mode 
volume V is a measure for how tightly light is confined 
in three dimensions. For actual applications, gener-
ally algebraic combinations of Q and V determine per-
formance. For instance, the most well-known figure of 
merit for a cavity is undoubtedly the Purcell factor for 
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spontaneous emission enhancement in a cavity, which 
reads [7]
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where 3/( / )V V nλ=�  is the mode volume expressed in 
units of wavelength cubed in the medium of interest. This 
factor quantifies the local optical density of states (LDOS) 
at resonance [8, 9], and is thereby fundamental for many 
light-matter interactions, such as creating desirable single-
photon sources [3] or building sensors for analytes that 
have optimum sensitivity [1, 10]. However, for other appli-
cations, ranging from spectral filters to optical memories, 
building lasers [11], enhancing nonlinear optical effects 
[12], and cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [6, 13], 
other metrics apply. For instance, in cavity QED the so-
called regime of strong coupling is sensitive to /Q V�  [6].

Approximately 15 year ago, plasmonics was proposed 
as the solution for the main perceived drawback of classi-
cal dielectric microcavities: whether in the form of micro-
disks, micropillars, or photonic crystals, dielectric cavities 
are limited in achievable confinement to approximately 
the diffraction limit, meaning that target performances 
tend to require minimum quality factors (typically Q > 104). 
In contrast, plasmonic resonators have stellar confine-
ment, but exceptionally poor Q in the order of 10. Indeed, 
plasmon nanoantenna resonators have been reported that 
provide measured Purcell factors up to 103 [14–16], and 
recent claims are that plasmon antennas allow quantum 
strong coupling with single emitters at room temperature, 
as opposed to at cryogenic temperatures as achieved in 
microcavities [17, 18]. Figure 1 shows quality factors and 
mode volumes of dielectric microcavities and plasmonic 
antennas that are at the state of the art. The striking obser-
vation is that even if similar Purcell factors are possible 
(constant F indicated by diagonals in the diagram), there 
is a huge gap between nanoantennas and microcavities.

Apparently, reaching intermediate (Q V− �)-values, 
where one trades in part of the plasmonic confinement 
in favor of higher Q, is extremely difficult. This is unfor-
tunate, as plasmonic quality factors (Q = 10), and the 
fact that they cannot be controlled at will, can hardly be 
classified as a practical proposition for many envisioned 
applications. Moreover, the extremely low antenna mode 
volumes require exceptional control over the spatial align-
ment of the emitter and antenna. On the other hand, the 
extremely narrow linewidths of high-Q cavities make it 
difficult to couple to luminescent materials, which gener-
ally have much broader linewidths unless one works at 
cryogenic temperatures. Working in the cryostat, however, 
is not an ideal solution to these problems. In addition 

to high cost and reduced collection efficiency, match-
ing narrow linewidths of different emitters and devices 
becomes highly challenging at high Q.

Recently, several groups including our own suggested 
that hybrid plasmonic-dielectric resonators can be con-
structed [25–41], raising the idea that exactly this trade-off 
between confinement and Q can be reached. In this work 
we present a survey of the performance that should be 
available with hybrids if one assumes access to state-of-
the-art building block cavities and antennas. To this end 
we discuss full-wave calculations on actually envisioned 
combinations of constituents, and on the basis of a simple 
model, propose and benchmark a set of crucial design 
rules of thumb. Having mapped out that one can in prin-
ciple indeed construct hybrids of even better /Q V�  than 
the constituents, yet at essentially any intermediate ,V�  we 
critically examine if this is of any actual use toward several 
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Figure 1: Reported quality factors and mode volumes for dielectric 
cavity and plasmonic antenna systems.
(A, B) Renderings of state-of-the-art plasmonic [17] (A) and dielectric 
[19] (B) microcavities. (C) Q and �V  values for state-of-the-art cavities 
(1: [20], 2: [21], 3: [22], 4: [23], 5: [24]) and antennas (6: [17], 7: [18], 
8: [15]). Also shown are values for the cavity and antennas used in 
this work – a silicon nitride (SiN) nanobeam cavity and gold dimer 
antennas with dimer gaps of 1 (blue), 5 (green) and 25 nm (red). 
Dashed lines indicate lines of the constant Purcell factor FP. Image 
credits: Panel (A): reprinted with permission from Springer Nature, 
Nature, 2016;535:127–30, Copyright 2016. Panel (B): reprinted with 
permission from Springer Nature, Nature Photonics, 2016;10:340–5, 
Copyright 2016.
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applications, such as strong coupling with promising 
quantum emitters, bright single-photon sources, as well 
as high-speed light-emitting diodes (LEDs), low-threshold 
lasers, sensing and vibrational spectroscopy. We have to 
conclude that room-temperature strong coupling will be 
as difficult to achieve with hybrids as it is with plasmon 
antennas alone, although once you achieve it, you have 
full freedom of choice over linewidth. At the same time, we 
conclude that hybrids are unique for their very high Purcell 
factors at any Q, even if their confinement is not as good 
as that in the very best plasmon antenna. This character-
istic may offer a pathway to single-emitter strong coupling 
at liquid nitrogen temperatures with many different types 
of emitters, and to bright, low-jitter single-photon sources 
that might reach indistinguishability yet even operate at 
room temperature. If these findings would be turned into 
actual reality in the laboratory, this could be of large prac-
tical importance given that one could finally pass the first 
litmus test of “practicability” that many of the now avail-
able, highly impressive solid-state quantum light-sources 
fail, namely that no liquid helium temperature is required.

2   A model system of dimer antennas 
coupled to a nanobeam cavity

To assess the potential of hybrid plasmonic-dielectric reso-
nators we first numerically explore a model system using 
full-wave finite-element simulations. The model system 
is designed to overcome main limitations of our previous 
work [35], which was strictly confined to gapless single-
particle antennas that intrinsically had quite poor LDOS 
enhancement characteristics, and which focused on cavi-
ties of intrinsically large mode volume. Here instead we 
obtain Q, ,V�  and the LDOS of dielectric-plasmonic hybrids 
consisting of a silicon nitride (Si3N4) nanobeam cavity and 
a family of gold dimer antennas. The nanobeam cavity is 
among the smallest mode volume high-Q cavities achieva-
ble in the near-infrared, while the gold dimer antennas offer 
LDOS enhancements in their gap that goes well beyond the 
enhancements possible with single-particle nanoantennas.

In the following sections, we first describe the sepa-
rate components, followed by a discussion of the merits of 
the hybrid system.

2.1   The bare cavity and antenna

For the cavity, we focus on a Si3N4 photonic crystal nano-
beam with a design inspired by Deotare et al. [42]. As we 

will show in Section 3, hybrid designs have best perfor-
mance if the constituent cavity and antenna themselves 
offer high Q and low mode volume .V�  Photonic crystal 
nanobeam cavities have shown to be near-ideal cavity 
systems, with high confinements and quality factors 
 [42–44], where Si3N4 is a commonly used material for 
dielectric cavities designed to operate in the visible to 
near-infrared due to its low material losses and moder-
ately high refractive index (n ≈ 2). Our nanobeam cavity 
consists of a rectangular beam that is 400 nm wide and 
250 nm thick. Two sets of six cylindrical holes with a pitch 
of 300 nm and hole radii of 100 nm form photonic-crys-
tal mirrors. Between these, a cavity is formed by a taper 
consisting of five holes, in which pitch and hole size are 
reduced linearly to 260 and 77 nm respectively toward the 
center of the cavity. The spacing between the edges of the 
two central holes is 52 nm. The central part of the cavity 
design is shown in Figure 2A and B.

Using the eigenmode solver of COMSOL Multiphysics, 
we calculate the eigenfrequency, Q, and field distribution 
of the fundamental mode, which is confined in the center 
of the beam (Figure 2A). We calculate the effective mode 
volume cV�  for the cavity as follows:
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where ε is the dielectric constant, n is the refractive index, 
E
�
 is the electric field amplitude, λvac is the wavelength in 

vacuum, and er
�  is the location of the emitter. This is the 

textbook definition for mode volume (ignoring the prob-
lems with it pointed out and resolved respectively in [45] 
and [46]), barring the fact that we evaluate the mode 
volume felt by an emitter centered at 25  nm above the 
surface of the beam, at position e.r�  This is significantly 
larger than the traditional mode volume that is referenced 
to the mode maximum, but appropriate for our envi-
sioned antenna and emitter placement, since placing an 
antenna in the center of such a nanobeam cavity is not 
feasible. We find c 2V ≈� , within an order of magnitude of 
the diffraction limit ( 31 / 2V =� ). These values are similar 
to experimental and theoretical values reported previ-
ously in the literature [42–44], as shown by the hexagon 
in Figure 1. Though methods based on further slots taken 
out of the cavity have been proposed to reduce the mode 
volume even well below the diffraction limit [47–49], we 
will show that this does not significantly improve the per-
formance of hybrids, which is why we choose the simpler 
cavity design. As verification of our eigenmode calcula-
tions, we have also performed driven dipole calculations 
to determine the LDOS spectrum, as shown in Figure 2C 
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for a dipole above the central defect of the beam, 25 nm 
from the Si3N4. We find a maximum LDOS of 1.16 × 103 at 
386 THz and a linewidth of 0.013 THz, which corresponds 
to Q = 3.0 × 104 and c 1.9.V =�  Throughout this work, quoted 
LDOS values are normalized to the LDOS in vacuum at the 
same frequency, and LDOS is understood to mean the sum 
of radiative and nonradiative effects (as contained in the 
imaginary part of the dyadic Green function [8]).

Next we turn to our model antenna system, for 
which we use a family of gold dimer ellipsoid antennas. 
Currently, the smallest mode volumes in plasmonics, 
reported to be as low as λ3/106 [17, 50], are achieved not 
in dimer gap antennas but in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 
structures composed of nanoparticles on smooth metal 
films, separated by a dielectric spacer [51–55]. However, 
due to the peculiar metal-film geometry and the domi-
nant out-of-plane polarization characteristics, these MIM 
antennas appear less amenable to hybrid integration with 
a cavity than, for example, nanorod and bow-tie anten-
nas. In this work we choose dimer ellipsoid antennas for 
simplicity, ease of tunability, and high LDOS in the gap. 

Their performance is similar to bow-tie antennas at equal 
gap sizes (see Supplementary material). We study dimers 
with widths of 40  nm, lengths L of 60, 80 and 100  nm 
(for a single ellipsoid), and gaps varying between 1 and 
25  nm. The length controls the antenna resonance fre-
quency and the antenna scattering strength. At the same 
time, tuning the gap tunes the LDOS enhancement at the 
antenna center. Figure 2D shows a crosscut of the field 
for one example case, with L = 80 nm and a gap of 5 nm. 
As expected, most of the field is concentrated in the gap 
between the antennas (magnified image in Figure 2E). 
This confinement increases with decreasing gap size, as 
shown in Figure 2F for a gap of 1 nm.

As with the nanobeam, we perform finite element sim-
ulations on the antenna, now driving it with an incident 
plane wave polarized along its long axis. We can directly 
retrieve antenna scattering, extinction, and absorption 
cross-sections σscat, σext, σabs, respectively, as shown by 
the data points in Figure 2G. We observe a resonance cor-
responding to an electric dipole mode, with an albedo 
(defined as A = σscat/σext) of roughly 50%. A comparison to 
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Figure 2: Properties of the separate components of the nanobeam cavity and the dimer antenna.
(A) x, y crosscut of the cavity design and of the field distribution in the cavity. We see that the field is confined in the central defect of the 
photonic crystal. (B) y, z crosscut in the center of the nanobeam cavity, showing that most of the field is centered in the high-index Si3N4. 
(C) The LDOS of the cavity system at 25 nm above the beam. It has a maximum value of 1.16 × 103 and a width of 0.013 THz, which gives a Q 
of 3.0 × 104. (D) A crosscut of the plasmonic antenna. Clearly, most of the field is concentrated in the 5 nm gap between the metal particles. 
(E, F) Magnified images of the field profiles of the antennas with a gap separation of 5 and 1 nm, respectively. Note that all field profiles in 
(A, B) and (D–F) are normalized to their maxima and shown on a logarithmic scale. (G) Extinction, scattering and absorption cross-sections 
σext, σscat and σabs, respectively, of an antenna with L = 80 nm and a gap of 5 nm, showing the increase of cross-sections at resonance. Cross-
sections are normalized to the physical cross-section σph. We compare values obtained directly from simulations and indirectly via a dipole 
model, showing good agreement. (H) The LDOS in the center of the antenna gap (same antenna as in (G)). It shows a peak at the dipolar 
resonance. Again, we find good agreement between our dipole model and the numerical simulations. Deviation at the highest frequencies is 
due to the onset of a multipolar resonance.
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a dipole model, shown by the lines in Figure 2G and H, is 
discussed in Section 3. A simulation with a point source at 
the center of the antenna gap reveals a significant LDOS, 
peaking at 3.4 × 104 at an apparent quality factor of Q = 14, 
as shown in Figure 2H. Increasing antenna length L causes 
a redshift of this dipole mode and a slight increase of 
albedo (due to increased volume). As expected, decreas-
ing the gap enhances both radiative and absorptive LDOS 
in a roughly equal manner. From these simulations we can 
retrieve the antenna quality factor Qa and mode volume 

a ,V�  which are shown by the colored markers in Figure 1 for 
gaps of 1, 5 and 25 nm. Note that we use the term “mode 
volume” here not as an endorsement of the validity of this 
concept per  se for plasmonics [45], and the term neither 
indicates that we employed a formula similar to Eq. (2) nor 
that we deployed a quasi-normal mode formalism [36, 46, 
56]. Instead, we obtain antenna mode volume by inversion 
of Eq. (1), and use it as a metric for how high the LDOS 
enhancement is on resonance, given the antenna quality 
factor Qa.

2.2   The hybrid systems

To determine the properties of hybrid systems, we perform 
simulations of our nanobeam cavity with a gold ellipsoid 
dimer placed on top of the beam (see Figure 3A). The 
dimer is placed above the center of the beam (antenna 
gap center is 25 nm above the surface of the beam). The 
long axis is aligned in the y-direction, matching the cavity 
mode polarization. Ellipsoid length is varied from 60 to 
100 nm, and gap size from 1 to 30 nm. The source is placed 
at the center of the antenna gap, matching the source 
positions of both the bare antenna and cavity simulations. 
As an implementation note, in COMSOL we ensured that 
all calculations (for bare constituents and hybrid, driven, 
and eigenmode calculations) use the very same mesh, 
where we cycle through the distinct structures by setting 
material constants appropriately. This approach safe-
guards against small shifts in frequency and Q that can 
occur as a function of mesh and geometry truncation in 
COMSOL. Figure 3B and C show field profiles of the hybrid 
mode, obtained from eigenmode calculations (without 
source) for antennas with 40 and 80 nm short and long 
axes, and a 5-nm gap. In stark contrast with the bare 
cavity mode shown in Figure 2A and B, the hybrid mode is 
strongly concentrated around the antenna. Nonetheless, 
the mode Q remains high (order 103) and the waveguide 
crosscut also clearly shows energy density inside the 
beam. These characteristics indicate hybridization of the 
cavity and antenna. Figure 3D shows the LDOS spectra of 

a hybrid system with an antenna length of 80 nm and a 
gap size of 5 nm. We observe an LDOS peak of 7.5 × 104 – 
a remarkable 64-fold (2.2-fold) increase over the bare 
cavity (antenna at resonance). Moreover, the lineshape 
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Figure 3: Properties of the hybrid system calculated with numerical 
simulations.
(A) Sketch of the hybrid system, with a gold dimer placed just above 
the center of a nanobeam cavity. (B) Crosscuts of the field profiles 
of the hybrid at x = 0, with a gap of 5 nm. Contrary to the bare 
cavity shown in Figure 2B, here the field is strongly localized at the 
antenna. (C) Magnified image of (B), showing that locally the field 
resembles the bare antenna mode profile in Figure 2D. Fields in (B, 
C) are normalized to their maxima and shown on a logarithmic scale. 
(D) Numerically calculated radiative, absorptive and total LDOS of the 
hybrid. LDOS shows Fano lineshapes and we find a maximum total 
LDOS of 7.5 × 104 at a Q of 3000, yielding −= ×� 3

H 3 10 .V  (E) Comparing 
a selection of hybrid systems with the bare cavity and antennas 
for different gap sizes. Dashed lines indicate lines of the constant 
Purcell factor FP. Here we show gaps of 25 (red), 5 (green), and 1 nm 
(blue). Hybrid Q and �V  lie in between those of their constituents, and 
a decrease in �aV  leads to a similar decrease in hybrid �.V
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is no longer Lorentzian but slightly asymmetric; such a 
Fano lineshape is characteristic of interference between a 
narrow resonance and a broad background [57], and has 
been predicted by several groups to occur in the hybrid 
cavity-antenna system LDOS [27, 29, 35, 36, 41]. Strong 
enhancements of the LDOS, as compared to the bare com-
ponents, have also been reported in theoretical studies 
of other hybrid systems [35, 36, 41]. LDOS can be further 
increased in our antenna-cavity systems using several 
tuning mechanisms (see the next section).

We now compare this hybrid system in terms of the 
resultant Q and V�  with the bare cavity and antenna. Hybrid 
and antenna Q are obtained through a fit with a Fano or 
Lorentzian lineshape, respectively. Mode volumes V�  are 
again obtained through the peak LDOS and inversion of 
Eq. (1). A selection of the obtained values for Q and V�  for 
our cavity, bare antennas and hybrids are shown in the 
phase diagram in Figure 3E. Clearly, the hybrids appear 
right in the intermediate regime, with Q and V�  between 
those of the cavity and antenna. Moreover, we see that 
hybrid systems always have higher LDOS than their indi-
vidual constituents. This highlights the great potential of 
hybrids for practical devices that operate at intermediate 
Q, while maintaining high LDOS. We note that a large host 
of simulations of different antenna geometries (systemati-
cally varying dimer width, length, and gap size) and mate-
rials (silver and gold) all show similar behavior: hybrids 
show enhanced LDOS as compared to the cavity and 
antenna, Fano lineshapes, and a quality factor in between 
that of the cavity and antenna.

A salient feature of the data in Figure 3E is the pro-
portional scaling of the hybrid mode volume with the 
antenna mode volume. As antenna mode volumes are 
reduced by narrowing the gap, the hybrid mode volume 
reduces equally. This raises the question: What deter-
mines hybrid Q and ,V�  and what possibilities do we have 
to optimize these parameters? In the following section, 
we employ an analytical model to better understand the 
effects of the cavity and antenna on the properties of the 
resulting hybrids.

3   Hybrid system design rules
Different applications of resonators in classical and 
quantum optics will place different requirements on res-
onator frequency, Q and .V�  To design hybrids that meet 
such requirements, it is important to understand how 
the hybrid’s properties depend on those of its constitu-
ents. Here we study these properties using an analytical 

coupled oscillator model [35]. This model is generally 
valid for any cavity or antenna geometry, provided that:
1. the antenna can be treated as a dipolar scatterer, with 

no higher order multipole contributions in scattering, 
and

2. far-field radiation overlap between the cavity and 
antenna can be neglected, meaning that interference 
between far-field loss of the antenna and cavity can 
be neglected (if this is not the case, we refer to [58] for 
the unconventional resulting physics).

Furthermore, we assume that the near-field gap effects 
that imbue the antenna with a large local enhancement 
of LDOS as compared to a simple dipole picture can be 
lumped into a prefactor that does not change with environ-
ment (see Supplementary material). Although we expect 
that our systems fulfill both conditions, the purpose of this 
section is not to propose a perfect model, but instead to 
provide simple “rules of thumb” for hybrid system design. 
The strength of the coupled oscillator model is that it can 
predict the properties of a hybrid system, given those of the 
individual constituents. We fit the simulated cavity LDOS 
to retrieve cavity resonance frequency ωc, quality factor 
Qc, and mode volume Vc, as shown in Figure 2C. From the 
antenna simulations we directly obtain antenna polariz-
ability α(ω) (along the antenna long axis) by integrating 
the polarization currents in the antenna under plane wave 
driving. For a dipolar particle in a homogeneous medium, 
the polarizability α should relate directly to σscat and σext 
[59], so we can compare “dipolar” cross-sections (from 
retrieved polarizability) to the directly obtained cross-
sections. Figure 2G shows good agreement, indicating 
that our antennas are indeed dominated by electric dipole 
resonances. The LDOS in a hybrid system is given by the 
coupled oscillator model as follows [35]:
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Here, n is the index of the background medium and 
αH = α(1 − αχc)−1 is the hybridized antenna polarizabil-
ity, that is, taking into account the cavity-antenna cou-
pling. The response function χc of the unperturbed cavity 
assumes a Lorentzian lineshape that is fully determined 
by ωc, Qc, and Vc, while that of the perturbed cavity is given 
as χH = χc(1 − αχc)−1. The parameter Gbg represents the field 
scattered from the source to antenna and vice versa (i.e. 
Green’s function of the background medium) and encodes 
for the antenna-source coupling. A decrease in antenna 
V�  is captured mainly by an increase in Gbg. It is obtained 
directly from the simulated (radiative) LDOS of the bare 
antenna, for which a similar expression as Eq. (3) can be 
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derived that depends on α and Gbg. To verify the fidelity 
of this retrieval, we compare analytical expressions for 
LDOS to simulation data (Figure 2H), which show good 
agreement. For further details on the model and the 
retrieval of cavity and antenna parameters, we refer to the 
Supplementary material. The interpretation of Eq. (3) is, 
crudely speaking, that the LDOS in the hybrid is that of 
vacuum, plus three contributions. The first ( 2

H bgIm{ }Gα∝ ) 
is the contribution of just an emitter coupled to a polar-
izable antenna, but with the caveat that the antenna 
polarizability is modified by the cavity. Conversely, the 
last term is exactly the LDOS one would expect from an 
emitter coupled to just a cavity, but with the caveat that 
the cavity is perturbed by the antenna. Thus χH accounts 
for the change in frequency and Q predicted by cavity per-
turbation theory [60, 61]. Finally, the middle term contains 
interferences between antenna and cavity contributions.

We now study the influence of four parameters on the 
hybrid system properties – the antenna-cavity detuning, 
antenna mode volume Va, and cavity Q and Vc. This leads 
to four design rules for a hybrid system, which we discuss 
below.

 – Rule of thumb I: decreasing antenna-cavity detun-
ing decreases hybrid Q and ,V�  at roughly equal 
LDOS. Figure 4A shows hybrid LDOS spectra for four 
hybrids, each with different cavity frequency ωc. Each 
spectrum shows a broad peak at the bare antenna 
resonance and a narrow peak close to the bare cavity 
resonance. The width of this hybrid resonance, how-
ever, varies greatly with detuning. Figure 4B shows 
this dependence of QH (the hybrid Q) on detuning 
more explicitly. Far red-detuned from antenna reso-
nance, QH approaches the bare cavity Q, yet near reso-
nance we see a decrease in QH of more than two orders 
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Figure 4: Hybrid design rules.
(A) LDOS spectra for four hybrids with different cavity resonance frequencies ωc. We fix Qc and �cV  to those of our nanobeam cavity, and let 
ωc change. The antenna is a gold dimer with ellipsoid length L = 80 nm and a gap of 5 nm. The dash-dotted gray line indicates the envelope 
function describing hybrid peak LDOS as a function of ωc, and is given by π �2

H H3/(4 ) / ,Q V  with QH and �HV  given in Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. 
(B) Hybrid quality factor QH and mode volume �HV  relative to cavity values, as a function of ωc. We see a dramatic decrease of both QH and 
�
HV  near antenna resonance. (C) The effect of changing detuning and antenna mode volume on QH and �H.V  Combining a nanobeam cavity 

(black marker) with antennas of L = 80 nm and gaps of 1 (blue marker), 5 (green marker) and 25 nm (red marker), while letting ωc vary over 
the spectral range shown in (A, B), leads to hybrids with QH and �HV  shown by the full curves (color corresponding to the antenna used). We 
see that QH and �HV  are tunable through cavity-antenna detuning, and that �HV  scales with antenna �.V  The dashed lines in (C) and (D) indicate 
constant FP. (D) The effect of cavity Q and �.V  Similar to (C), we combine an antenna with L = 80 nm and a gap of 5 nm (black marker) with 
either one of three nanobeam cavities, with Qc and �cV  as simulated (green marker), with a 10-fold reduced Qc (red marker) or a 10-fold 
reduced �cV  (blue marker). Hybrid parameters are indicated by the curves in the corresponding color. We see that a reduced �cV  leads to an 
equal reduction in QH and �H,V  and that Qc only matters when QH approaches it. (E) Comparison between peak LDOS in hybrid systems of 
varying antenna length as obtained by finite element simulations of the full hybrid system (purple) and by the coupled oscillator model 
(yellow). Despite deviations, the model predicts the correct trend and order of magnitude.
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of magnitude. The basic effect at work is captured 
by cavity perturbation theory, which states that the 
complex resonance frequency of a cavity will shift by 
Δω = −ωα/(ε0εVc). This implies a strong perturbation 
of Qc only near antenna resonance (large imaginary 
α). Remarkably, the hybrid mode volume HV�  experi-
ences a similar trend as QH, thus keeping peak LDOS 
(i.e. H H/Q V� ) roughly constant. This is shown by the 
envelope function in Figure 4A, which describes peak 
LDOS for varying detuning. While Q and V vary by 
orders of magnitude, LDOS varies only by a factor ~4. 
Letting cavity frequency ωc vary over the spectrum in 
Figure 4A while keeping the antenna constant results 
in Q V− �  curves, as shown in Figure 4C. Just by chang-
ing detuning, the hybrid Q and V�  can be changed over 
orders of magnitude at roughly constant LDOS.

 – Rule of thumb II: better antennas make better 
hybrids. Figure 4C also displays the influence of the 
antenna mode volume. Decreasing the dimer gap 
size leads to significantly “better” antennas, mean-
ing higher LDOS in the gap, or equivalently lower 
antenna mode volume. Figure 4C shows antennas 
and hybrids with gaps of 1, 5, and 25 nm. As antenna 
mode volume (i.e. gap size) is decreased, hybrid mode 
volumes decrease proportionally. This reflects the fact 
that hybrids enjoy the benefits of strong local antenna 
hotspots in the same manner as a bare antenna does. 
In other words, the emitter-antenna coupling (cap-
tured here in Gbg) is not affected by the photonic envi-
ronment of the antenna (i.e. the presence of a cavity). 
Indeed, from Eq. (3), we see that an increase of Gbg 
leads to an increase of LDOSH as well.

 – Rule of thumb III: decreasing cavity mode vol-
ume decreases both hybrid Q and ,V�  while keeping 
LDOS fixed. Indeed, Figure 4D shows that a 10-fold 
decrease in cavity mode volume cV�  simply shifts the 
hybrid parameters along the diagonal lines of con-
stant LDOS. This is best understood by considering 
the expressions for QH and H ,V�  given as follows [29]:
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where κc = ωc/Qc is the bare cavity loss rate, ε0 is the 
vacuum permittivity, and ε is the relative permittivity 
of the antenna host medium. As long as the hybrid QH 
is dominated by antenna losses [i.e. the second term 
in Eq. (4)], both QH and HV�  are proportional to the 
cavity mode volume c.V�  Thus, decreasing cV�  decreases 

QH and HV�  equally, keeping LDOS constant. This 
behavior breaks down when cavity losses become 
dominant, which happens for large detuning (small 
Im{α}), and of course in bad cavities (low Qc or large 

cV�  to start with).
 – Rule of thumb IV: bare cavity Q is irrelevant, unless 

the hybrid Q approaches it. As shown in Figure 4D, 
changing cavity quality factor has little influence on 
hybrid properties. Only when hybrid Q approaches 
that of the bare cavity, it is possible to gain any perfor-
mance in Purcell factor by increasing the bare cavity 
Q. This is again well understood from Eqs. (4) and (5), 
which show that cavity losses do not affect H ,V�  and 
affect QH only when antenna losses are so small that 
cavity losses are dominant.

The strength of the coupled oscillator model used here to 
find these rules lies in its simplicity, even if they are not 
quantitatively accurate rules of thumb (only passably accu-
rate on a log-log scale). For example, Figure  4E shows a 
comparison between peak LDOS in hybrid systems obtained 
directly from simulations of hybrids, and predicted by the 
model. We observe that the model correctly predicts the 
order of magnitude and the trend in peak LDOS as the 
antenna length is varied, although exact values deviate by 
up to a factor 2. This deviation is in fact easily solvable even 
within the analytical model. It is mainly caused by the fact 
that we retrieved antenna parameters in complete absence 
of the Si3N4, whereas in fact the nitride substrate induces an 
antenna redshift that is completely unrelated to the cavity 
resonance per se. Including this nonresonant shift largely 
resolves the discrepancy [29]. The rules of thumb discussed 
above can be used to understand the requirements for the 
components of a hybrid for different applications, which 
we will discuss in the following section.

4   Applications
The promise of hybrid plasmonic-photonic resonators 
is to provide resonances with linewidths intermediate 
between the constituent antenna and resonator, and mode 
volumes that cannot be reached by microcavities alone. 
We have now established by full-wave simulation that in 
principle a family of nanobeam-dimer antenna hybrids 
indeed allows deep subwavelength confinement, high Q, 
and high Purcell factor, and furthermore proposed four 
rules for the design of resonators with quality factors and 
mode volumes anywhere between those of the bare cavi-
ties and antennas. Exactly which combination of hybrid 
quality factor and mode volume is desirable depends on 
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the exact application one targets. In the following section, 
we focus on select applications in quantum optics, and 
discuss how hybrid systems can benefit these.

4.1   Single-emitter single-photon strong 
coupling

Strong coupling between an optical (cavity) mode and 
a single emitter has long been pursued in the field of 
quantum optics. It is a cornerstone of cavity QED, as recog-
nized by the 2012 Nobel prize for its realization in atomic 
physics [62], and is hotly pursued for on-chip quantum 
information processing with photons and matter in the 
benchmark material system of III-V semiconductors and 
quantum dots at liquid helium temperatures [13, 20, 21, 
23]. A major promise of plasmonic antennas has been to 
provide room-temperature strong coupling of single emit-
ters and light, using the exceptionally tight confinement 
and concomitantly large single-photon field strength to 
overcome the poor linewidth of emitters at room tempera-
ture. This regime has been claimed to be reached in select 
plasmonic nanogap antennas [17, 18, 50] that feature sin-
gle-digit or sub-nanometer gaps.

In strong coupling, the emitter-cavity coupling is suf-
ficiently strong for energy to be coherently exchanged 
between the emitter and the cavity before either the 
photon or the coherence of the emitter is lost. Experi-
mentally, the signature is typically observed either by a 
spectral splitting in the frequency domain (vacuum Rabi 
splitting for a single emitter in a cavity), or by Rabi oscil-
lations in the time domain. Strong coupling offers a route 
to create effective interactions between single photons, 
as the reflection of the cavity becomes different for, for 
example, single- and two-photon states due to the satura-
ble absorption of the emitter, and the nonlinearity of the 
Jaynes-Cummings ladder [12].

The onset of the strong coupling regime occurs where 
the coupling rate between an emitter and a cavity system 
exceeds the sum of the loss rates [55, 63]:

 e2 > ,g κ γ+  (6)

where κ = ω/Q is the loss rate of the cavity, and γe is the full 
linewidth of the emitter (including dephasing). The cou-
pling rate g between the emitter and the cavity is given by
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where ω is the frequency of the emitter transition and 
γ0 is its radiative decay rate. This decay rate differs from 

the total decay rate γtot, which is the quantity usually 
obtained in lifetime measurements, by a factor which is 
the quantum efficiency QE, that is, γ0 = γtot · QE. The radia-
tive lifetime and emission frequency are related to the 
emitter’s oscillator f strength via [55, 64]
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where me and e are the electron mass and charge, respec-
tively, and
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is the emitter’s transition dipole moment. Here, n is the 
refractive index of the medium embedding the emitter. 
Using these equations, we can determine conditions that 
a resonator needs to satisfy for strong coupling if the emit-
ter’s emission frequency, linewidth, and radiative lifetime 
or oscillator strength are known.

4.1.1   At room temperature

A starting point for the discussion is that any given emitter 
determines a characteristic curve in the Q V− �  diagram 
above which strong coupling is achieved. The condition 
for strong coupling in Eq. (6) yields a required minimum Q 
for an optical cavity at a given V�  for given emitter proper-
ties set by
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This condition is plotted for several emitters at room 
temperature in Figure 5A, which poignantly visualizes the 
different roles of the linewidth and the radiative lifetime 
of the emitter. The curves are typified by an inflection 
point at a critical combination of mode volume and Q. The 
emitter’s radiative lifetime determines the left-right posi-
tion of the curve: a faster radiative decay is equivalent to a 
larger oscillator strength, which shifts the curve to higher 
mode volumes, relaxing the strong coupling condition. At 
mode volumes V�  below the inflection point, the dominant 
inhibiting factor for strong coupling is if light is lost before 
a Rabi oscillation is completed. In this limit strong cou-
pling can be achieved by increasing the quality factor of 
the cavity. If one traces the curve to higher ,V�  increasing 
the Q to match, at some point the emitter dephasing rate 
becomes the limiting factor. From this point onward, no 
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matter how much the Q is improved, the system cannot 
be brought to strong coupling. The only way out would 
be to reduce the mode volume, or alternatively to cool the 
emitter in order to reduce dephasing.

We have made an inventory of promising efficient 
single-photon emitters in the literature, taken from a pool 
of outstanding organic quantum emitters [17, 65–69], II-VI 
and III-V/III-N semiconductor quantum dots [70–77] and 
color centers [78]. The relevant properties of the emitters 
shown here are given in Table 1. For almost all single-
photon emitters at room temperature, the linewidths are 
of order 20 to 50 THz. As such, we see that at room tem-
perature, the minimum required mode volumes are invari-
ably between 10−5 and 10−7(λ/n)3, irrespective of the Q that 
could be achieved. For reference, those systems for which 
room temperature strong coupling has been claimed have 

Q ~ 20, and claimed mode volumes from ~10−7 to 10−6(λ/n)3, 
just sufficient for strong coupling. The exceptional emit-
ters in this diagram are the SiV defect center in diamond 
and GaN and InGaAs quantum dots, which retain narrow 
zero-phonon lines at room temperature [75–78]. Unfor-
tunately, these exceptions are also all but impossible to 
embed in a gap of a few nm, making them quite unus-
able for room-temperature strong coupling in a hybrid 
structure.

To assess if hybrid resonators will facilitate strong 
coupling, Figure 5 shows the Q and V�  values for the sepa-
rate components and the curves for hybrid performance, 
for the three hybrids from Figure 4C. With the exception 
of SiV and InGaAs quantum dots, the hybrid curves do not 
reach the SC regime. At the smallest antenna gap size of 
1 nm, the antenna could reach SC with a room-temperature 

Table 1: Selection of emitters at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Emitter   ω/2π  
(THz)

  γe/2π 300 K  
(THz)

  γe/2π 77 K 
(GHz)

  γtot/2π 
(MHz)

  n   QY   f

DBT [65, 66]   380   38   2   208   1.59   0.24   5.5
Rh6G [67, 68]   535   47     172   1.5   0.98   10
Methylene blue [17, 69]   490   20     7.7   1.4   0.03   0.02
Lum. F Red 305 [67, 68]   490   81     126   1.5   0.91   8.1
CsPbX3 qdots [70]   545   64     67   1.5   0.7   2.7
CdSe/ZnSe qdots [71–74]  500   26   1000   61   1.5   0.8   3.3
GaN qdots [75, 76]   1050   10.9   970   3330   3.4   0.98   22
InGaAs qdots [77]   307   0.96   12   1000   3.4   1   79
SiV [78]   405   0.4   120   1000   2.4   0.05   3.2

Because in our calculations the emitter is assumed to be in vacuum, here we correct for the index of the surrounding medium (and for the 
quantum yield) when calculating oscillator strength of the emitter in vacuum, such that γ0 = γtot · QE/n.
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Figure 5: Strong coupling conditions for different emitters at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures.
We find a threshold for the mode volume above which strong coupling becomes impossible. Upon cooling the emitters to liquid nitrogen 
temperatures, this threshold is relaxed by several orders of magnitude. We show the same cavity (black marker), antennas (colored 
diamonds) and hybrids (full colored lines) as in Figure 4C. At room temperature, Q, �V  are insufficient for strong coupling with most emitters. 
At 77 K, the reduced dephasing of the emitters relaxes the strong coupling condition such that the hybrids can reach strong coupling where 
the components cannot.
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dibenzoterrylene (DBT) molecule by itself, but the hybrid 
will not. This illustrates the difficulty of strong coupling 
with hybrids at room temperature. Compared to the bare 
antenna, hybrids gain in Q but unfortunately also in .V�  
This means that hybrids are advantageous for high Purcell 
factors at any Q. At the same time, the peculiar upswing 
of the strong coupling curves at a critical mode volume 
means that hybrids are not advantageous for strong cou-
pling at room temperature compared to the bare antenna. 
Antennas that will allow a hybrid system to reach strong 
coupling with a single emitter at room temperature will 
usually be able to reach it without the help of the cavity. 
Thus, while there could still be a benefit to have linewidth 
control, hybrids do not provide any alleviation of the 
nanofabrication problem involved in reaching room-
temperature strong coupling. Similar conclusions can be 
gleaned from the work of Gurlek et al. [41]. They show that 
strong coupling could be possible in a tuneable-mirror 
cavity hybridized with a nanocone antenna, but only by 
virtue of the huge LDOS boost that the nanocone by itself 
provides.

4.1.2   At 77 K

When temperature is reduced from room tempera-
ture, emitters become significantly more well behaved. 
Linewidths narrow as dephasing is reduced, while 
radiative lifetimes remain mostly unchanged [76–80]. A 
main technological advantage would be if at least liquid 
helium temperatures could be avoided for a platform 
based on single-emitter strong coupling, ideally reach-
ing out to temperatures achievable with Peltier coolers 
(−100°C), or at least no colder than liquid nitrogen. 
Figure 5 shows that the condition on the mode volume 
is relaxed significantly at these temperatures. Here, the 
hybrid systems show a distinct improvement on the sep-
arate components, with strong coupling achievable for 
a variety of emitters, even in cases where the individual 
constituent cavity and antennas alone do not suffice. 
Moreover, it is possible for hybrid systems with gaps 
as large as 5  nm to reach strong coupling with nearly 
all emitters shown here, significantly outperforming its 
components. Hence, hybrids offer a practical route to 
strong coupling at 77 K – compared to cavities, they offer 
a larger choice in emitters and alleviate the demands on 
spectral alignment by operating at lower Q. Compared 
to antennas, spatial alignment criteria are relaxed since 
larger gap sizes (mode volumes) can be used. For this, 
one pays the price of a more complex, multi-step fabrica-
tion procedure.

4.2   Multiple-emitter strong coupling

Though the strong coupling of single-quantum emitters to 
a cavity mode is generally seen as the main path toward 
quantum optics on the basis of single-photon nonlineari-
ties, currently many efforts are also put into achieving 
strong coupling with many emitters [81–86]. Strong cou-
pling with multiple emitters is easier to achieve owing 
to the fact that the oscillator strength of an ensemble of 
N emitters effectively scales with ,N  which facilitates 
strong coupling at larger mode volumes and lower quality 
factors. Figure 6 shows the strong coupling condition for 1, 
102, and 104 emitters. These emitters have a 100-MHz radi-
ative decay rate γ0 (typical for organic molecules) and emit 
at 400 THz with a 1 THz linewidth, which lies between that 
of room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature DBT 
molecules (see Table 1). The figure illustrates the benefit 
of an increased oscillator strength, where every factor of 
100 emitters shifts the inflection point of the curves by an 
order of magnitude.

Strong coupling with ensembles of molecules is 
emerging as a topic of interest in several different fields. 
A main reason comes from the field of cavity exciton-
polariton physics, where it is realized that intrinsically 
noninteracting photons become strongly interacting par-
ticles when hybridized with excitons into exciton polari-
tons [87, 88]. This is achieved in the multi-emitter strong 
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Figure 6: Strong coupling conditions for ensembles of emitters, at 
different emitter numbers N.
We use emitters with γ0/2π = 100 MHz, γe = 2π = 1 THz and 
ω/2π = 400 THz. The oscillator strength scales with ,N  and a factor 
of 100 in N shifts the condition for strong coupling by an order 
of magnitude in �.V  Note that even a 20 × 20 × 1 nm3 gap could in 
principle fit over 102 molecular emitters. We show the same cavity 
(black marker), antennas (colored diamonds) and hybrids (full 
colored lines) as in Figures 4C and 5 for comparison.
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coupling case. The resulting interacting quasiparticles are 
interesting as a realization of quantum superfluids that 
show phase transitions like condensation [89], superflu-
idity [90, 91], long-range coherence [92, 93] and nonlin-
ear states [94]. Coupled arrays of cavity exciton-polariton 
systems could form the basis of quantum simulators [95, 
96], a topic that is being pursued in organic and semicon-
ductor exciton systems, as well as novel materials like per-
ovskites [97, 98] and 2D transition metal dichalcogenides 
[99, 100]. From an optical point of view, these systems 
could mean a new venue in which to study quantum light 
sources, such as polariton lasers, and super- and subra-
diance phenomena. From a more matter-oriented point 
of view, Hutchison et  al. [101, 102] pioneered the notion 
that the coupling of collective molecular resonances to 
an optical mode can alter chemical reaction energy land-
scapes, work functions, phase transitions, and electronic 
transport. Experiments show that ensembles of molecules 
coupled to optical cavities allow for optical and reversible 
switching between the weak- and ultrastrong coupling 
regime, with Rabi splittings that approach the molecular 
transition energy, and with tangible effects on chemi-
cal rate constants [81, 88, 101–105]. This line of research 
also extends to vibrational spectroscopy, in an emerging 
field coined (cavity-enhanced) molecular  optomechanics. 
For  example, scenarios of collective strong coupling of 
molecular vibrations to an (infrared) cavity resonance 
have been experimentally and theoretically considered in 
[84, 103], arguing that a macroscopic coherent superposi-
tion of molecular vibrations arises that behaves as a single 
mechanical oscillator. In a related context, researchers 
pursue Raman phenomena in plasmonic picocavities at 
the limit of strong coupling [50, 106]. An excellent review 
has appeared in this journal [107].

Hybrid plasmonic photonic resonators could provide 
a new venue for few/multi-emitter strong coupling. Cur-
rently, these types of room-temperature strong coupling 
experiments have used extended plasmonic lattices in 
order to obtain higher Q (order 102 higher than plasmon-
ics alone provide), requiring molecules of the order of 107 
per plasmon antenna [83]. In microcavity systems that dis-
played strong coupling with organic fluorophores [108], 
the number of dye molecules per cubic wavelength of 
device volume was similar within one order of magnitude. 
For room-temperature organic fluorophores, hybrids have 
no advantage over pure antenna systems, as discussed 
in Section 4.1.1. However, at slightly lower temperatures 
between liquid nitrogen and room temperature, perhaps 
even around those provided by Peltier coolers, hybrids do 
offer new opportunities. Figure 6 shows that hybrid plas-
monic-photonic resonators could facilitate strong coupling 

of few-emitter ensembles of organic molecules as small as 
5 to 10, and upward, at quality factors that are 100 to a 
few thousand. This would thus allow to very controllably 
study cooperative phenomena in few-emitter systems. As 
the dominant loss channel of hybrids can be through the 
cavity input-output channels, one could really envision 
making individual “nodes” that are waveguide addressa-
ble, and that could be made to interact through integrated 
optics networks, in vein of quantum simulator demands. 
This should be contrasted to the extended microcavity and 
plasmon array systems studied in the literature. Also, one 
could envision creating interacting strongly coupled nodes 
by hybridizing a single cavity with multiple antennas, each 
coupled to a patch of molecular matter.

4.3   Single-photon sources: time jitter, 
brightness, and indistinguishability

Single-photon sources, essential for photonics quantum 
networks [3, 109], should fulfill a number of conditions: 
applications such as quantum key distribution require 
high repetition rates and low timing jitter, meaning that 
there should be low uncertainty in when the photon is 
emitted [110]. This is achieved by having a short lifetime, 
that is, placing the emitter in a high Purcell factor resona-
tor. It also requires that the cavity and emitter should not 
be in the strong coupling regime, as this would increase 
jitter due to Rabi oscillations. Clearly, hybrids are excel-
lent candidates for single-photon sources due to their high 
achievable Purcell factors that exceed those of the indi-
vidual components. Moreover, as we have seen in Section 
3, through cavity-antenna detuning the linewidth can be 
chosen to match that of the emitter, while keeping roughly 
the same Purcell factor. This facilitates the coupling to 
emitters at noncryogenic temperatures.

Any quantum optical process requiring single-photon 
sources benefits from high source brightness, meaning 
that the source should produce as many (single) photons 
per second as possible [3, 15, 110]. This relates again to the 
lifetime, as the repetition rate of the source can never be 
higher than the inverse lifetime, but also to radiative effi-
ciency. Hence, if resonators are used to decrease emitter 
lifetimes, these resonators should not be too lossy. Again, 
hybrid systems have an advantage over only-plasmon 
antennas, because changing the resonator linewidth also 
changes the distribution of energy over the cavity and the 
(lossy) antenna. Hence, nonradiative antenna losses can 
be mitigated by going to the red-detuned regime where a 
large fraction of the energy exits the system via radiative 
cavity losses. In fact, it was shown that hybrid systems can 
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show highly efficient power extraction into a single-mode 
waveguide, while keeping LDOS high [35, 111].

Applications that rely on the interference between 
two single photons to create an effective photon-photon 
interaction, such as several schemes for quantum com-
putation and communication [112, 113] or boson sampling 
[114, 115], also require these photons to be indistinguish-
able [19, 116]. This implies first excellent control over the 
polarization and optical mode that the photon is emitted 
into, and secondly emission spectra that are (close to) 
Fourier-transform limited [3], that is, no strong dephasing. 
Assuming that photons are always emitted into the same 
optical mode with the same polarization, the photon indis-
tinguishability I produced by an emitter with a Purcell-
enhanced radiative rate of FPγ0 and a total linewidth γe (in 
the absence of the cavity, including dephasing and radia-
tion into the background medium) is given as follows [64]:

 
P 0

P 0 e

.
F

I
F

γ

γ γ
≈

+
 (11)

This implies that in the presence of dephasing, a minimum 
Purcell factor is required to achieve a desired indistin-
guishability. Moreover, to fully benefit from the Purcell 
enhancement provided by a resonator, one has to be in the 
“good emitter limit” [117], note that one could also operate 
in the bad emitter limit, but this typically comes at the 
cost of source brightness, as not all photons are emitted 
into the (cavity) bandwidth of interest. This means that 
the total emitter linewidth in the presence of the cavity 
should not exceed the cavity linewidth, that is

 e P 0 .Fγ γ κ+ ≤  (12)

This condition also ensures that the device oper-
ates in the weak-coupling regime. Together, Eqs. (11) 
and (12) define a region in the Q V− �  diagram, specific 
for each emitter, in which good indistinguishability can 
be achieved. Figure 7 shows these regions for a selection 
of emitters and a minimum indistinguishability of 50%, 
at room temperature and at 77  K. We notice that only a 
narrow region is available for each emitter. High-Q cavities 
often fall outside this region, mainly because these do not 
satisfy Eq. (12). Antennas appear a more natural choice (at 
these temperatures), yet in practice there is often another 
constraint to consider. Most emitters support multiple 
emission lines or phonon sidebands, often close in fre-
quency to the emission line of interest. To  avoid also 
enhancing these lines (thus decreasing indistinguishabil-
ity), one typically tries to match the resonator Q as closely 
as possible to the width of this emission line. This implies 
that often, only the top parts of the shaded regions in 
Figure 7 are useful. This shows that to make a good single-
photon source at high temperatures, good control over 
the exact Q and V�  of the resonator is essential. This is, of 
course, exactly what hybrids provide.

4.4   High-speed LEDs, lasers, and label-free 
particle sensors

For a large number of applications besides spontaneous 
emission control, key figures of merit directly depend on 
the Purcell factor FP. An obvious example is the modulation 
speed of an LED. LEDs could play a role in optical circuits, 
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Figure 7: Conditions for indistinguishable photon sources, for different emitters at room temperature and 77 K.
Conditions on Q and  for indistinguishable photon emission at room temperature (A) and 77 K (B), for different emitters. We show Q and �V  of 
the same cavity, antennas and resulting hybrids as shown in Figures 4C and 5 (full curves and markers). Furthermore, for three emitters the 
shaded regions indicate the range of resonator Q and �V  for which a single-photon source with indistinguishability I ≥ 50% can be attained, 
i.e. Eqs. (11) and (12) are satisfied. Note that for DBT at 300 K, this region falls just outside the plot range. We show the same cavity (black 
marker), antennas (colored diamonds) and hybrids (full colored lines) as in Figures 4C, 5, and 6.
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which have been proposed [118, 119] to replace electrical 
interconnects on a microprocessor. Owing to their many 
advantages compared to lasers, including energy-efficient 
operation, low cost, and high reliability, LEDs are attrac-
tive as light sources for such interconnects. However, LED 
switching speeds are currently limited to ~100 MHz, approx-
imately two orders of magnitude slower than a typical 
solid-state laser [119]. Since the switching rate of an LED is 
ultimately limited by the excited state lifetime of the carri-
ers – although in practice also other limiting factors such 
as device capacitance may play a role – this rate scales pro-
portionally with FP. Moreover, enhancing the spontaneous 
emission rate additionally provides control over where the 
light is going [13], which enables, for example, directional 
emission or efficient collection of the light from such LEDs.

Purcell enhancements can also benefit the devel-
opment of small, low-threshold lasers. Spontaneous 
emission and stimulated emission are intimately linked 
through the Einstein coefficients. It is therefore not sur-
prising that, to first order, the pump power required to 
reach the lasing threshold is proportional to V/Q, with 
Q and V the quality factor and mode volume of the laser 
cavity mode [11]. Hence, large FP decreases the minimal 
operation power of a laser, which can lead to a reduction 
of energy usage in optical communication [11, 119]. We 
note that in practice, the precise threshold power of a laser 
also depends on other (geometrical) parameters [120].

Besides influencing emission processes, the Purcell 
factor also plays a role in label-free optical particle detec-
tion. Optical resonators can be used to sense small par-
ticles such as single viruses or molecules [1, 10] through 
the fact that their resonance shifts when polarizable 
objects are placed in their near-field. Generic schemes to 
measure this shift convert the resonance shift in an inten-
sity change for a narrow band laser tuned to the reso-
nance edge in transmission or scattering. The detection 
sensitivity is determined by Δω/κ, that is, by the resona-
tor lineshift Δω induced by the particle compared to the 
resonator linewidth. Cavity perturbation theory [61] states 
that, for a single small particle of polarizability α

δ
 perturb-

ing a resonator, Δω ∝ −α
δ
/V. As a consequence, sensitivity 

is directly proportional to the Purcell factor.
LEDs, lasers, and particle sensors can clearly benefit 

from hybrid cavity-antenna systems, since these can 
achieve extremely large LDOS. In fact, hybrids have already 
been explored experimentally for nano-scale lasers and 
single-particle sensors. First hybrid lasers were demon-
strated using a bow-tie antenna on a photonic crystal cavity 
[32, 33]; however, these did not harness the full potential 
of the device since the gain medium was embedded in the 

photonic crystal, far from the antenna mode maximum. As 
particle sensors, hybrids have been experimentally studied 
extensively, particularly high-Q whispering-gallery-mode 
cavities dressed by plasmonic antennas [25, 26, 28, 31, 
37], with notable achievements including the detection of 
single ions in solution [121]. Note that, while hybrids are 
excellent as single-particle sensors, they prove less effec-
tive as bulk refractive index sensors [38].

4.5   Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is based on the conversion of pump 
light to light at slightly up- or down-shifted frequency 
through an interaction with vibrations in a target material 
[122]. It is widely used to identify materials, as each mate-
rial has its own unique spectroscopic vibrational finger-
print. Many efforts have been invested in increasing the 
poor efficiency of Raman processes, for example by har-
nessing the field confinement near a metallic surface or 
plasmonic antenna to boost pump intensity, and to boost 
the emission rate at the Stokes/anti-Stokes line [123–125]. 
To zeroth order, Raman signals are usually considered to 
scale as ηR ∝ | E/E0 | 4 (fourth power of “field enhancement”) 
[106, 122], yet Raman scattering is a two-frequency process, 
and efficiency factorizes as the product of pump field 
enhancement at frequency ω1, that is, |E(ω1)/E0 | 2, and the 
LDOS at the shifted frequency ω2 [36]. While in plasmonics, 
resonances are so broad that pump-field enhancement and 
LDOS contributions are often near-identical, in microcavi-
ties, one can separately control the pump effect and Raman 
emission [39, 126, 127]. Hybrid cavity-antenna resonators 
could provide a unique venue here. Since the hot spot 
is pulled out of the cavity and into the antenna gap, it is 
directly available for the Raman-active species under inves-
tigation. At the same time, the hybridization of resonances, 
especially when considering the possibility of engaging 
several cavity modes and one antenna, could allow us to 
independently structure the enhancement factors at pump, 
Stokes and anti-Stokes frequency, judiciously matching res-
onances and their linewidths. This could be an especially 
exciting direction in the molecular optomechanics para-
digm proposed by Roelli et al. [50, 106, 128].

5   Conclusion
In this work we have quantitatively assessed the merits 
of hybrid plasmonic-dielectric cavity-antenna systems, 
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focusing on the achievable trade-off in confinement and 
quality factor, and the merits for diverse applications. 
For this we have performed a systematic survey of per-
formance metrics achievable in hybrids composed of a 
state-of-the-art high-Q nanobeam cavity and a family 
of plasmon-gap antennas, where the gap size tunes the 
bare antenna LDOS. Full-wave simulations and a simple 
analytical model all confirm that a large freedom over 
Q, on par with those of microcavities, and ,V�  deeply 
subwavelength, is possible within a set of four “rules of 
thumb.” These are that (1) antenna-cavity detuning con-
trols hybrid Q, at hybrid /Q V�  that remains on par with 
the peak antenna LDOS, (2) better antennas in terms 
of LDOS make better hybrids, (3) more cavity confine-
ment helps more confinement in the resulting hybrids, 
again at constant / ,Q V�  and (4) the cavity Q is quite irrel-
evant unless one targets hybrids with similarly high Q. 
By themselves these “rules of thumb” are approximate, 
that is, accurate on our log-log plots. With parameters 
extracted from full-wave simulations for the individual 
components, the analytical model makes them quantita-
tive for hybrids.

In excellent agreement with previous reports of 
several groups [27, 28, 30, 34, 35, 40, 41, 129], hybrids 
can outperform the individual constituents in terms of 
Purcell factor, and can do so at any Q that bridges the 
gap between the antenna and high-Q cavity. Detuning 
allows one to choose Q while keeping FP almost con-
stant. The fact that this performance is available is a 
remarkable result in itself, as the mechanism by which 
hybrids operate is through delicate interferences, and not 
through, for example, an incoherent addition or multipli-
cation of metrics. These interferences are directly visible 
in calculated LDOS lineshapes (Figure 4A) that show an 
entire family of Fano lines going from LDOS enhancement 
to transparency. Notably, achieving a narrow LDOS peak 
at plasmonic LDOS values is best not achieved by choos-
ing plasmon-antenna and cavity both on resonance with 
the emitter.

The main purpose of this paper was to critically 
assess not only the accessible performance metrics, but 
also if they are of use for challenges set by promises of, 
for instance, the plasmonic quantum optics commu-
nity. The fact that phenomenally high Purcell factors at 
a tunable quality factor are available is a big advantage 
for those applications that require a high Purcell factor, 
yet not strong coupling. These are for instance the devel-
opment of room-temperature ultra-bright sources of 
single photons on demand, where Q-control is a crucial 
parameter for photon indistinguishability. Moreover, the 

fact that hybrids can be designed to have all their loss 
through cavity loss channels, such as critically coupled 
waveguides, helps photon collection efficiency exceed 
the values achieved in ultra-high Purcell factor nanoan-
tennas so far [14, 15].

Intuitively, one might think that the fact that very 
high Purcell factors are in reach also widens the pros-
pects for room-temperature quantum strong coupling 
with single emitters, a feat so far claimed only to occur 
in select plasmon antennas with single-digit nanometric 
gaps [17, 18]. However, for this scenario, the huge dephas-
ing rates reported in the literature for actual emitters 
at room temperature mean that extremely small mode 
volumes are necessary for strong coupling to a single 
emitter, regardless of Q. As a consequence, hybrid cav-
ity-antenna structures that excel at Q, but only at mod-
erately subwavelength confinement, cannot provide 
strong coupling conditions for any emitter at room tem-
perature except maybe the SiV color center in diamond. 
Moreover, the geometrical requirements in terms of 
the ultra-narrow gaps that are required for strong cou-
pling are in no way alleviated by the hybrid structure. 
These findings rationalize reports by Dezfouli et al. [43] 
and Gurlek et al. [41] that pointed out hybrids as highly 
promising for strong coupling, but for that needed exotic 
antenna shapes or gaps.

A useful niche could be in reaching strong coupling 
at liquid nitrogen temperatures, a regime that is signifi-
cantly less demanding for real-life applications than the 
current liquid helium conditions of solid-state quantum 
optics. In this temperature regime dephasing decreases 
and higher mode volumes are allowed. Consequently, 
strong coupling is possible with a host of different emitter 
choices in hybrids at relaxed fabrication conditions, where 
neither the antenna nor the cavity alone would suffice, 
and where hybrids offer a large flexibility in choosing Q. 
Thus, hybrids can offer strong coupling at both relaxed 
spectral alignment criteria (lower Q), as compared to the 
cavity, and relaxed spatial alignment and fabrication cri-
teria (smaller gaps) as compared to the antenna. Finally, 
hybrids can also have applications outside single-emitter 
optics. These include few/many-emitter strong coupling 
in vein of work on the interface of chemistry and polari-
tonics, high-speed LEDs, low-threshold nano-scale lasers 
and single-particle sensing.
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